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DS3608-HP/DS3678-HP

  

Flexible superior capture of 1D/2D barcodes, photos, signatures, OCR data and documents — complete with processing to provide a sharp,
legible image. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

 Zebra 

Description 

Unstoppable performance for superior capture of 1D/2D barcodes, photos, documents and more

As a member of the Zebra Ultra-Rugged 3600 Series of scanners, the practically indestructible 1D/2D DS3608-HP corded and DS3678-HP
cordless scanners are ready for the world’s toughest environments — the warehouse and manufacturing floor.

In addition to capturing virtually any 1D or 2D barcode as far as 7 ft./2.1 m away, these scanners give you the flexibility to capture a wide range
of business information to streamline many everyday business processes, including OCR, documents and photos.

No matter what types of data your workers need to capture, you get all the features you need for truly unstoppable performance, redefining
scanner reliabiltiy and management simplicity. The result? The dependable, fast and accurate scanning you need to take the quality of your
products and your customer service to the next level.

 

SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE

Your workers can capture information as fast as they can pull the trigger — from virtually any electronic or printed barcode in any
condition to photos that can provide undisputable proof of condition for incoming shipments, plus images of highly legible documents for
electronic recordkeeping. Even if barcodes are damaged, dirty or poorly printed, no problem — this intelligent scanner can handle it all. 

ULTRA-Rugged Design

The warehouse and manufacturing plant floor is as tough as its gets. That’s why we created a new product category — the ultra-rugged
scanner. The corded and cordless models are the only scanners in this class that are dust-tight, sprayproof and waterproofed to IP67,
with an IP65-sealed cradle for a complete rugged cordless solution. 
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Unrivaled Manageability

With our complimentary industry-best tools, managing these scanners couldn’t be easier. You can remotely configure and upgrade your
scanners, format data properly for instant transmission into your business applications, monitor battery statistics for your cordless
models and more.

 

UNSTOPPABLE PERFORMANCE FOR SUPERIOR CAPTURE

In addition to superior scanning performance, flexible information capture, an ultra-rugged design and unparalleled manageability, you
get more features that make this scanner easier than ever for your workers to use, including a special mode that simultaneously
captures all or specific barcodes on a label with many barcodes; an aiming pattern for first-time accurate capture of barcodes on pick
lists; mix-and-match feedback modes so workers can see, hear or feel successful scans; an extreme temperature rating for freezer use
and more.

BATTERY

PowerPrecision+ 3100 mAh   Li-Ion rechargable battery
(For cordless models)

Sealing

Scanner: IP65 and IP67
FLB cradle: IP65

DROP TOLERANCE

Withstands multiple 8-foot / 2.4-metre drops to concrete

DECODE CAPABILITY

1D, 2D, OCR, Photos, Documents and More

SCANNING TECHNOLOGY

Array Imager
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